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1 . Introduction

l . l .

STATEMENT

of

Kevin Wayne Joselowitz

(Identity No. 661204 5091 085)

Coqpcapital group's interest in Netainment;

Netainment's interest in the online casino business which until 1 october
2001 had been owned by and operated by Netainment and thereafter,
pursuant to a sale by Netainment of its online gaming business to cytech
Limited, incorporated in Belize (Registration No. ZZ00) (,,Cytech"), by
Cvtech.

1.2.

I am an adult mal'e non-practising attomey currently employed as an executive director
of Java Capital (Pry) Limited.

Atallmaterialtimesandmoreparticularlybetween I October 1999to3l March2003 I
was employed as an executive within the Corporate Finance Division of Corpcapital
Investments (Pty) Limited ("Corpcapital Investments"). I joined the Corpcapital
Limited group (the "Corpcapital group") on 1 October 1999 to establish (together with
certain other colleagues) the Corporate Finance Division of Corpcapital Investrnents
("corpcapital corporate Finance"). prior to joining the corpcapital group I was a
commercial parbrer of law firm Edward Nathan & Friedland lnc, a firm I had joined in
1990 as an articled clerk.

In my capacity as an executive within the Corpcapital Corporate Finance division, I
was, to the best of my knowledge, involved in all post october 1999 corporate
restructuring processes pertaining to Corpcapital Investments' interest in Netainment
N.v., registered in the Netherlands Antilles @egistration No. 240lal.v.)
('Netainment").

Set out in the statement below is the background and detail pertaining to both the
restructuring of:

1 .3 .

t .4.

t . 4 . 1 .

t .4 .2.
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7 Restructure of Netainment

2.1. At the time that I commenced employment by the Corpcapital group, the Corpcapital
group had already acquired and held a 47.5o/o interest in Netainment (being the vehicle
which housed the online casino interests of the Netainment group). The 47,5o/o interest
was owned by Mikado Group Holdings Inc ("Mikado") a British Virgin Islands
company, a wholly owned subsidiary of Corpcapital Investments, which itself was a
wholly owned subsidiary of Corpcapital.
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2.6.
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In or about July 2000 I became involved (in my capacity as an adviser to Netainment)
in a prospective transaction to merge Netainment's online casino interests with those of
a Canadian controlled onlinc casino group, English Harbour Entertainment Limited,
incorporated in Antigua ("English Harbour").

The proposed merger methodology was that the businesses of Netainment and English
Harbour would be merged in a new corporate entity to be incorporated in a jurisdiction
to be mutually agreed to befween Netainment and English Harbour. The proposed
merger of Netainment and English Harbour is hereafter referred to as the "Amalco

merger" and the proposed entity through which the merger was to be effected being
referred to herein as "Amalco".

Intensive negotiations took place between July 2000 and December 2000. Netainment
was represented by Corpcapital Corporate Finance. English Harbour was represented
by the canadian law firm Fasken Martineau Du Moulin LLp, Toronto. The
negotiations culminated in the conclusion of a series of agreements pursuant to which
Netainment and English Harbour would merge their businesses into a new company,
3AM Entertainment Limited ("Amalco") and the relationship between Netainment and
English Harbour as shareholders in Amalco was to be regulated for in terms of a joint
venfure agreement. The series of formal agreements were (to the best of my
knowledge) duly executed. Copies oithe agreements are readily available if required.

The Amalco merger was ultimately not implemented by reason of the fact that one of
the conditions precedent to the Amalco merger, namely, the securing of the approval of
Microgaming Systems Limited ("Microgaming") to the Amalco merger was not
secured. Microgaming was the owner of the software platform used in the operation of
the online casinos operated at the time by both Netainment and English Harbour. For
legal and commercial reasons, the merger could not be implemented without securing
the requisite consent of Microgaming.

In anticipation of the Amalco merger and in parallel with the process to negotiate and
document the Amalco merger agreements, for the reasons more fully dealt with in
paragraph 2.8 below, the Corpcapital group's interest in Netainment was restructured
by way of the interposition of an investment holding company, namely, Blue Eagle
International Investments Limited ("Blue Eagle"), a British Virgin Islands company as
between Mikado and Netainment. Blue Eagle was incorporated and constituted (and, to
my knowledge, still constitutes) a wholly-owned subsidiary of Mikado.

The restructuring was effected in terms of a written sale agreement concluded between
Mikado and Blue Eagle concluded on 15 December 2000, a copy of which is attached
marked Annexure KJI (the "Mikado/Blue Eagle agreement"). The salient terms of the
Mikado/Blue Eagle agreement were as follgws:

2 . 7  . t . Mikado (as seller) sold to Blue Eagle (as purchaser) with effect from
3l December 2000 ("the effective date"):
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2 850 bearer shares in the share capital of Netailment,
constituting 47.5% of the entire issued share capital of
Notainment:

2.7.1-2. all claims of whatsoever nature and from whatsoever cause
arising which Mikado had against Netainment on the
effective date;

the subject shares and claims of the sale being referred to herein as the
"sold equity");

2'7.2. the purchase price of the sold equity was stipulated as $95,000,000.

The purchase price in the sum of.$95,000,000 was determined, not with
reference to the application of any valuation methodology to the value of
the Netainment business as such, but rather as a consequence of the fact
that English Harbour required (for tax and fiscal reasons within the
jurisdictions to which English Harbour was subject) to value its online
casino interest in the sum of $200,000,000. Given that the envisaged
Amalco merger would have resulted in each of Netainment and English
Harbour holding a 50% interest in Amalco and the need for consistency
in the underlying transaction, it was appropriate that each of the
Netainment business and the English Harbour business be transferred to
Amalco at equal values. As English Harbour required the transfer of its
business to be effected at a valuation of $200,000,000 the Netainment
business was to be kansferred to Amalco at the same value. The
$200,000,000 valuation was used as the basis for allocating (solely for the
purposes of the Mikado/Blue Eagle agreement) Mikado,s 47j%
shareholding in Netainment at $95,000,000 (i.e. $200,000,000 x 47.5o/o :
$95,000,000). Given that the Netainment/Mikado agreement constituted
an internal restructuring alrangement in terms of which the entire issued
share capital in and all claims on loan account against Blue Eagle (the
acquiring entity) would be held by Mikado (the selling entiry) and that rhe
purchase price was not to be discharged or funded by any
non-Corpcapital group entity, Corpcapital acceded to English Harbour,s
request to accommodate English Harbour's transaction pricine
requirements.

The principal commercial reasons for the Mikado/Blue Eagle restructure were the
following:

2 . 8 . 1 . one of the principles required by the parties to the Amalco shareholders
agreement (which agreement was to come into effect on implementation
of the Amalco merger) was the "grand-fathering" up of rights of
pre-emption such that each of the Netainment shareholders and the
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English Harbour shareholders would enjoy pre-emptive rights not only
over the other group's direct shareholding in Amalco but also in regard to

. the shareholding of the other's group companies where.the sole asset of
such group company was a direct or indirect interest in Amalco.

It would have been inappropriate for rights of pre-emption to have been
granted by Corpcapital Investments over its shares in Mikado for,
amongst others, the following reasons:

2.8.1-1- Mikado constituted the offshore holding company of the
Corpcapital group of companies' offshore interest;

2-8'1.2- in addition to Mikado's 50% shareholding in Netainment,
Mikado also held (and still, to my knowledge, holds):

. a 50% investment in Cyber Finance Investmenrs
Limited, incorporated in the British Virgin Islands
(Registration No. 293486) (..CFI");

. l00o/o investment in Corpcapital Investments BM (the
offshore advisory subsidiary of the Corpcapital Group).

It was necessary to put Blue Eagle in place so as to allow for rights of
pre-emption to extend above the level of Netainment but without
rendering Corpcapital's other offshore commercial interests (held through
Mikado) subject to rights of pre-emption. The most appropriate way of
ensuring this was to interpose a company (Blue Eagle) between Mikado
and Netainment and afford the English Harbour group rights of
pre-emption over Blue Eagle without extending those rights of
pre-emption to a more senior level. The restructure to interpose Blue
Eagle as between Mikado and Netainment was effected with the
knowledge of English Harbour that the restructure was necessarv to
accommodate the " grand-fathering" requirement.

2.8.2. The decision not to reverse out of Mikado its interest in CFI and its
anticipated investment in Corpcapital Investments BVI (thus allowing for
rights of pre-emption to be granted by Corpcapital Investments to the
English Harbour Group over Corpcapital Investments' Mikado shares)
was motivated by, mainly, the following reasons:

2.8.2.L Mikado had historically been earmarked as the offshore
holding company of Corpcapital's non-South African
investmentsl

2.8.2.2. CFI was embroiled in litigation with Mini Vegas, a
customer, relating to alleged unlawful gaming activities
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undertaken by Mini Vegas, the proceeds of which were
allegedly under the control of CFI and the subject of
attachment and investigations by the Swiss and
Luxembourg authorities. Mini Vegas' activities had cast
suspicion on CFI's complicity and CFI had made
representations to the authorities regarding its beneficial
owners and their credibility, in response to enquiries. An
immediately subsequent change of ownership would
foreseeably have impaired CFI,s credibility with the
relevant authorities, for example, by implying that Mikado
was seeking to distance itself and its principal assets (the
interest in Netainment) from CFI's activities.

It was at the time contemplated that it may be appropriate for certain
outside third parties (and, in particular, executives employed by the
corpcapital group and who were responsible for the corpcapital group's
investment in Netainment) to be incentivised by affording such persons
an "interest" in the performance of the Netainment business (if the
Amalco merger was not successfully implemented) or in Amalco (if the
Amalco merger was implemented but for whatever reason it was not
possible to incentivise or appropriately incentivise such persons through a
direct "interest" in Amalco). such incentivisation would not be capable of
being achieved through Netainment as Netainment had outside minority
shareholders (being The Big Blue Trust (Z3,Soh), the Gandolf Trust
(23'5%) and Dawson Inc (5%)) some or all of which would probabry not
have consented to such an incentivisation strategy through the vehicle of
Netainment. It would also have been inappropriate for the incentivisation
strategy to be implemented at Mikado level given Mikado's other existing
and anticipated future commercial interests (which are not related to the
casino business conducted by Netainment). The Blue Eagle vehicle
(which had as its sole underlying commercial asset its attributable interest
in the then existing Netainment business and, following the
implementation of the Netainment/English Harbour merger, its
attributable interest in Amalco) would have been the appropriate level to
implement such incentivisation strategy. As it transpired, to my
knowledge, no such incentivisation scheme has ever been implemented
and no third parry holds, whether directly or indirectly, any shares or has
any rights or options to shares in Blue Eagle, which constitutes a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Mikado.

Prior to the implementation of the Mikado/Blue Eagle agreement, advice was sought
and secured from Eddie Broomberg S.C. and his South African associate
E.J.P. Lai-King on the tax consequences of the proposed transaction and, in particular:

2.9.
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The tax advice received by Corpcapital was favourable and to the effect that should
Netainment in pursuance of its objective to merge its business with English Harbour,
dispose of its business to Amalco for a sum of US$200,000,000, no adverse South
African tax consequences should arise from the transaction.

2.10. Attached marked Annexure KJ2 is a copy of written opinion fumished by
E.B. Broomberg SC and E.P. Lai King dated 28 March 2001. Anached marked
Annexure KJ3 is a memorandum prepared by myself (in my capacity as an executive
of Corpcapital Corporate Finance) setting out the commercial rationale for the
restructure and an executive summary of tax consequences of the disposal by Mikado
of its Netainment interest to Blue Eagle.

2.I1. A combination of the commercial imperatives to restructure Mikado's shareholding in
Netainment for the reasons set out in paragraph 2.8 and the favourable tax advise
resulted in the consummation in December 2000 on the MikadolBlue Eagle agreement
and the consequential implementation of the restructure pursuant to which Mikado's
47 .5% interest in Netainment was transferred to Blue Eagle.

2.12. Post the implementation of the MikadolBlue Eagle agreement, the corporate structure
of the Corpcapital group's interest in Netainment was (and to the best of mv
knowledge remains to date) as follows:

6

whether the disposal by Mikado of its 47.5% interest in Netainment
would give rise to any South African tax consequences to the corpcapital
group;

whether the disposal by Netainment of its business to Amalco (pursuant
to the envisaged NetainmenvEnglish Harbour merger) would give rise to
any South African tax implications for the Corpcapital group;

whether the credit loan account created on the transfer by Mikado of its
47.5% interest in Netainment to Blue Eagle ought to have bear interest or
whether such loan ought to have been capitalised;

various other tax consequences which could potentially arise in regard to
any future restructuring by the'corpcapital group of its interest in
Netainment, in particular, if Blue Eagle wourd thereafter unbundle its
interest in Netainment to Mikado.

corpcapital Limited (Registration No. 1983/0il3g4/06) constirutes the
ultimate holding company of the group;

Corpcapital Investments constitutes a wholly-owned subsidiarv of
Corpcapital Limited;

Mikado constitutes a wholly-owned subsidiary of Corpcapital
Investments;
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3 . Disposal by Netainment of its business to Cytech

3.2.

In terms of an agreement entered into on or about 8 May 2002 Netainment sold its
business (for the reasons more fully dealt with below) to Cytech. The only contracr,
asset or liability excluded from this sale was the license agreement between
Netainment and Microgaming Systems Anstalt (the licensor of the software platform
previously utilised by Netainment) dated 10 December 1998 (the "MGS licence
agreement"). A copy of the Netainment business disposal agreement is attached
marked Annexure KJ4 (the "Netainment business disposal agreement").

The salient terms of the Netainment business disposal agreement were as follows:

3 .2 . r . with effect from I october 2001 Netainment sold as an indivisible whole
and as a going concern its business comprising:

3.2-r.1. all right, title and interest of Netainment in and to the full
benefit of all contracts concluded with customers of the
business in the ordinary course of business (excluding only
the MGS liceirce agreement);

3.2.1.2. all intellectual property rights owned by Netainment and
used in the conduct of the business including its database of
customers, tade marks, trade names, websites and (subject
to restrictions contained in the MGS licence agreement), all
domain names used in connection with the business;

3.2.1.3. all systems, software and know-how used exclusively in
connection with the business (other than the software
licence to Netainment in terms of the MGS licence
agreement);

3 .2 .1 .4 . cash and credit balances at banks of the business as at the
effective date:

3.2.1.5. the goodwill attaching to the business,

including any liabilities (whether actual or contingent) to creditors of the
business but excluding only rights or obligations arising out of or in
connection with the MGS licence agreement;

3.2.2. the consideration for the business was discharged by way of the allotment
and issue of 100 shares in the issued share capital of Cytech to
Netainment.

Blue Eagle constitutes a wholly-owned subsidiary of Mikado;

Blue Eagle's sole asset constitutes its 475% interest in Netainment.
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The effect of the Netainment business disposal agreement was that whereas prior to
1 October 2002, Netainment owned and operated the online gaming business, post this
date Netainment maintained its 100% interest in the business (now owned by Cytechr
through its holding of the entire issued share capital of Cytech.

The sale by Netainment of its business to Cytech was effected on advice of Corpcapital
Corporate Finance (acting as corporate finance advisors to Netainment). The advice
was that this was the optimal method for terminating the MGS licence agreement in a
manner which would cause least prejudice to the continued operation of the business
conducted by Netainment.

Netainment had taken a business decision to migrate off the Microgaming software
platform onto a new software platform. The principal reasons for this decision were, to
my knowledge, the fact that:

The decision for Netainment to dispose of its business to Cytech was influenced by the
terms of the MGS licence agreement. In terms of the MGS licence agreement
(clause 29), Netainment was prohibited from operating a parallel software platform to
that of Microgaming. Accordingly, it was not available to Netainment to migrate to a
new software platform at the same time as Netainment operated off the Microgaming
software platform. In terms of clause 22 of the MGS licence agreement, if Netainment
terminated the MGS licence agreement, Microgaming would have been entitled to

continued use of the client database belonging to Netainment.

Given that Microgaming had online remote access to the servers off which the
Netainment business was conducted, the Netainment management were adamant given

their knowledge of the manner in which Microgaming operated and having regard to a
breakdown in the business relationship between Microgaming and Netainment, that the
entire Netainment business would have been placed in jeopardy if Netainment were to
have terminated the MGS licence agreement on notice to Microgaming.

the Microgaming software was e;",tremely expensive and required the
payment of a royalty fee equal to 25o/o to the gross win of the Netainment
operated casinos (whereas a competitive product could be sourced at
approximately 50%o of the aforesaid royalty);

over a sustained period of time there had been a breakdown in the
business relationship between Microgaming and Netainment,

Microgaming was a notoriously difficult business counter party. Other
online casinos which operated off the Microgaming software platform
(most notably English Harbour) had for substantially similar reasons to
those of Netainment successfully migrated off the Microgaming software
platform onto a competitive software platform.

Jnvn
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The advise which was furnished to Netainment was that the client database of any
business belongs, in the absence of any explicit provision to the contrary, to the owner
of that business. As there was no provision, explicit or otherwise, in the MGS licence
agreement which would indicate a departure from this principle, Corpcapital Corporate
Finance concluded and advised Netainment that the client database was owned by
Netainment and that Netainment was entitled to do whatever it wished with the
database including, without limitation, the transfer of the database with or without
value to any third party.

The aforesaid factors were the commercial and legal motivation for the restructuring of
the Netainment business by way of the disposal by Netainment of its business to
Cytech without Netainment terminating the MGS licence agreement. The MGS licence
agreement has subsequently been cancelled.

To the best of my knowledge, the current position is that the online casino business rs
operated exclusively by Cytech. Cytech constitutes a wholly owned subsidiary of
Netainment. The Corpcapital group's sole interest in the online gaming business
(operated by Cytech) is held via the 47,sYo shareholding interest registered in the name
of Mikado (a wholly owned subsidiary of the Corpcapital group).

3 .8 .

4.

3.9.
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Conclusion

Whilst through both the restnicture of Netainment (as described in paragraph 2 above) and the
disposal by Netainment of its business to Cytech (as described in paragraph 3 above) certain
technical internal restructurings took place for legal, commercial and strategic reasons, the
restructurings did not change the Corpcapital group's real commercial ownership in the online
casino (currently operated by Cytech).

Kevin Wayne Joselowitz
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A G R E E M E N T

to be entered into between

Mikado Group Iloldings Inc
(a comFany incorporated in the British Virgin Isiands)

Blue Eagle International Investments Limited
(a compaly incorporated in the British Virgin Islands)

and
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WI{EREBY IT IS AGREED AS FOLLOWS :

1. Interpretation and preliminary

The headings of the clauses in this agreement are for the purpose of convenience and
reference only and shail not be used in the interpretatio' of nor modi$z nor ampii$r the
tenns of this agreement nor any clause hereof. Unless a contrary intention clearlv
appears

1 . 1 . words importing -

1.1.1. any one gender include the other two genders;

I.I.2. the singular inciude the plural and. vice versa: and

1 .1.3. natural persons incrude created entities (corporate or
unincorporate) and the state and t ice versa:

the following terms shall have the meanings assigned. to them hereunder and
cognate expressions shail have correspondilg meanings, namery :

r.2.1. "company" 
means Netainment Nv, a company incorporated in the

Netherlands Antillesl

1.2.2. "effective date" means 31 December 2000:

r .2.

l '2'3' "purchaser" means Blue Eagle International Investments Limited
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1 1 A "seller" means Mikado Group Holdings Inc;

"sold claims" means alr clai'rs of whatsoever nature and for
whatsoever cause arising, if any, wiricrr the serler may have against
the company on the effective date;

1.2 .6 . "sold equity" means collectively the sold shares and the sold
claims.

1.2.7. "sold shares" means 2 950 bearer shares
company, constituting 47.5% of the entire
the cornpany;

in the share capital of
issued share capital of

1 . 3 . if any provision in a definition is a substantive provision conferring rights or
imposing obligations on any parfy, notwithstanding that it is only in the
definition clause, effect shall be given to it as if it were a substantive provision
in the body of the agreement;

r'4' when any number of days is prescribed in this agreement, same shail be
reckoned exclusively of the first and inclusively of the last day unless the last
day fails on a Saturday, Sunday or public holiday, in which case the last day
shall be the next succeeding day whicrr is not a Saturday, Sunday or public
holiday.

2 . Sale of the sold equit-v

2 . 1 . Tire seller sells to the purchaser, whicir purchases as one indivisible transaction
the sold shares and the sold claims.

V,L
Notwithstanding the date upon which tiris agreement is signed and the date /) ^
upon which the sold equity is deiivered to the purchaser, the sold equity is sold /-%
with effect on and as from the effective date, fi'om which date all risi t" *d4 

.^

/ffi\ H,' fibi
W / ' U

2.2.
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benefits attaching to the sold equi8 shall
purchaser.

be deemed to have passed to the

3 . Purchase price

3.2.

a l
J . 1 . The purchase price of the sold equity is $95,000,000 (ninety five million US

Dollars).

of the purchase price, so much as does not exceed the face value of the sold
claims shall be allocated in respect of the sold claims and the baiance shall be
allocated in respect of the soid shares.

AT . Payment of the purchase price

4 . 1 . The purchase price shall be discharged by way of the purchaser crediting the
seller's loan account in the books of the purchaser in the sum of $95,000,000
(ninety five million US Dollars).

The loan account referred to in clause 4.1 shall be payable by the purchaser to
the seller on demand.

5 . Closing

On the effective date (or such at such other date as ageed to by the parties), the seller
shall deliver to the purchaser -

5'1. the share certificates or other documents of title reflecting that the sold shares
will, with effect from the effective date, be held for the beneficial ownership of
tire purchaser;

A a

4
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5.2. a written cession of the sold claims;

5 . 3 . such other certificates or documents as may be required to effect a transfer of
the sold equity i'to the name of trre purchaser or (if required by the purchaser)
to be held for the benefit of the purchaser.

6. Warranties and representations

The seller wa:rants in favour of the purchaser that:

6.1. it is the beneficial owner of the sold equity;

6.2. it is able to pass free and unencumbered title in and to the
purchaser;

sold equify to the

6.3. no third party has any claim in and to the sold equiw.

Save as aforesaid, the sold equify is sold free of any warranties or representations of
any nafure whatsoever.

7. Further Assurances

The parties shall with reasonable diligence do ali such things and provide all such
reasonable assurances as may be required to consun'Lnate tire transaction contemplated
hereby, and each parly hereto shall provide such furlher documents or instruments
required by the other party as may be reasonably necessary or desirable to effect the
purposes of this agreement and cany out its provisiols whether before or after the
effective date.
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8. Governing law

This agreement shall be interpreted in accordance witil
goveming law of this agr-eement.

English law which shall be the

9. Notices

9 . r . All notices under this agreement, whether in respect of court process or other
documents or communications of whatsoever nature, shall be given to the
parties at the followine addresses :

9 . 1 .  i . purchaser:

c/o Schindlers Corporate Management (LlK) Limited
21 Cork Street
London, W1X 1I{B

Attention: Alex Goodman/Ivlandy Feldman

Telefax: +44 20 7287 4243

seller:

c/o Schindlers Corporate Management (IK) Limited
21 Cork Steet
London, WlX 1I{B

Aftention: Alex Goodman/lvlandy Feldman

Telefax: +44 20 7287 4243

9. r .2 .

9.2. AIy notice or communication required or penlitted to be glven in terms of this
agreement shall be valid and effective oniy if in writing but it shall be
competent to give notice by telefax.

Either parfy may by notice to any otirer party change the physical address to
another physical address where postal delivery occurs or its postal address or
its telefax number, provided that the change shall become effective vis-d-vis an
that addressee on the 3rd business day from the receipt of the notice bv the 

'rr)'^

addressee. b 
/ '

7:'* /4 z
@ !'{ ffi,

9.3 .
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A A>.+. Any notlce to a partv:

9 . 4 . 1 .

9.4.2.

sent by prepaid registered post (by ainna' if appropriate) in a
correctly addressed envelope to it at its designated address to
which post is delivered shail be deemed to have been received on
the 5tl' business day after posting (unless the contrary is proved);

delivered by hand to a responsible person during ordinary business
hours at the physical address designated herein shall be deemed to
have been received on the day of delivery; or

9.4.3. sent by telefax to its chosen telefax
clause 9.1, shall be deemed to have been
despatch (unless the contrary is proved).

number stipulated
received on the date

tn

of

9'5' Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein contained a written notice or
communication acfuaily received by a parry shall be an adequate written notice
or communication to it notwithstanding that it was not sent to or delivered at
its designated address.

10. Breach

if either party breaches any material provision or tenn of this agreement and fails to
remedy such breach within 10 (ten) d.ays of receipt of written notice requiring it to do
so (or if it is not reasonably possible to remedy the breach within 10 (ten) days, within
such further period of time as may be reasonable in the circumstances) then the
aggrieved parry shall be entitled without notice, in addition to any other remedy
available to it at law or under this agreement, to terminate this agreement or to claim
specific performance of any obligation whether or not the due date for performance has
arrived, in either event without prejudice to the aggrieved parry,s right to craim
damases.

e<
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Each parfy shall be liable for all costs and expenses i'curred by it, including butwithout any limitation, fees of agents, representatives, solicitors, counsel, accountants,i'vestment and other banks, actuaries a'd other professional advisors employed bysuch parry in connection with the negotiation, preparation, execution andimplementation of this agr.eement.

12. No Rights to Third parties

The parties agree that a person who is not a parfy ro this agreement has no right und.erthe contracts (Rights of rhird Parties) Act ..999 to enforce any term of this agreementbut this does not affect any right or remedy of a third parry which exists or is availableunder that act.

13. Counterparts

c 1 5 8/000 I C/KJ,DSP/2000 I 2 I 8/I

11 .  Cos ts

I  J . I .

13.2.

This agreement may be executed in counterparts, but shall
until each parfy has executed at least one countelpart.

Each counterpart, when executed, shall be an original, but all
together constifute the same document.

not be effective

the countemarts

following places
SIGNED by the parties and witnessed on the folrowing dates and at therespectively:
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c 1 5 8/000 1 c/zu/DSP/2000 1 2 1 8/I

WITNESS SIGNATTIRE

As Sole Director

BIue Eagle International
Investments Limited

i\ 
, 

n 
For'

'W
I

I

lSfzlffi [-oh,hiJ

December 15, 2000 Willems

For

2. Rosa H ernandes-Correia

Mikado Group Holdings Inc
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Ex Parte: CORPCAPITAL L|M|TED

ln re:

Consultant

PROPOSED RESTRUCTURE OF THE NETAINMENT NV INTEREST

OPINION

Introduction

1. consultant's 47,5o/o interest in Netainment N.V. (Netco) is held via

Corpcapital lnvestments (Pty) Limited ("Corpinvest"), a company

registered in South Africa. Corpinvest wholly owns a British Virgin lsles'

company, Mikado Group Holdings lnc ("Mikado") which in tum holds two

invesimenis, a 47,570 interest in Netco, a Neihedands Antilles company,

and a 50% interest in Cyber Finance Investments Limited (CFl), a

company registered in the British Virgin lsles.

Non-residents hold the remaining 52,5o/o issued share capital of CFI and

Netco.

The cunent corporate structure is set out under Annexure 1.



Netco and an independent tnird party, English Harbour Entertainment

Limited ('English Harbour''), concluded negotiations in December 2000, to

merge their businesses into a new company, Amalco Limited ("Amalco"), a

company incorporated in the lsle of Man.

Preceding the aforementioned merger into Amalco, Mikado disposed of its

47,50A shareholding in Netco to Blue Eagle rnternational lnvestments

Limited ('Blue Eagle'), a British Virgin lsles company and a wholly owned

subsidiary of Mikado, for a sum of US$ 9s milrion. Mikado flnanced the

sale on a non-interest bearing inter-company loan account. Thereafter and
prior to 31 December 2000, Netco sold its business to Amalco, for

US$ 200 million, retuming a distributable profit of approximately the same

amount.

In consideration for the acquisition of the aforementioned businesses,

Amalco issued ordinary shares in equal proportions to Netco and English
Harbour with the balance of the purchase considemtion credited to loan

accounts in favour of the latter companies.

A diagram of the re-structured group is set out under Annexure 2.

Netco as a consequence of the disposal is now a dormant investment

holding company, rich with approximately US$ 200 million in distributable

reserves and should Netco, on or after 1 January 2001, distribute these

reserves, as a dividend to its shareholders, the following South African

income tax consequences would arise:

4.1 Section 9E of the South African lncome Tax Act, No. 58 of 1962

(the Act), as amended by the Revenue Laws Amendment Act (Act

59-2000) defines a "foreign dMidend" as'any dividend received by

or which accrued to anv person from anv companv which rs .... a

foreign entity as defined in secticn gD ........." (underlining added)

4.



4.2

J

A "foreign entity" is defined as: ".. ..any person(otherthan a natural
person or a trust) wltich is not a resident . . .. . ....,,
A "resident" is defined in section 1 of the Act as;
"  . . .any-

(a) natural person who is
(b) person (other than a naturar percon) which is incorporated,
established or formed in the Republic or which has rfs place of
effective management in the Repubtic .... ......,,
It is obvious that Netco is a Toreign entitr and Blue Eagle would

receive a 'foreign 
dividend", from Netco of approximatery us$ gs

million i.e. its 47,Syo aliquot share of the reserves.
Blue Eagle in tum, also a "foreign entity" is furthermore a
"controlled 

foreign entity" of corpinvest, as defined in section gD,
namely "... any foreign entity in which any resident or residents of
the Republic, whether individualty or joinily, and whether dire,cily or
indirectly, hold more than s0 per cent of the pafticipation ights, or
are entitled to exercise more than s0 per cent of the votes or
control of such entity";

section gD deems certain income of a .controlled foreign entity" to
accrue to south African residents and subsection gD(2) provides as
follows: "There shalt be included in the income for the year of
assessment of any resident contemplated in the definition of
"controlled 

foreign entity" ..., dfi amount equal to the proportional
amount of the net income of such enttty ....... which bearc to the
total net income of such entw ..... the same ratio as the percentage
of the participation ights of such resident in relation to such entity
bearc to the total participation ights in relation to such entitv: .. ......,,
(underlining added).

subsection 9D(2A) defines "net income'for the purposes of gD(2)
as ".. .an amount equat to the taxable income of such entity
determined in accordance with this Act as if such controlled foreiqn

4.3

4.4

4 .5

4 .6

4 .7



4.8

4

entity had been a resident:..."(underlining added).
It is clear that any income received by Brue Eagre is to be examined
in terms of the provisions of the south African Income Tax Act, as if
the company was a resident of South Africa, and anv taxable
income included in its "net income'.

corpinvest, a 'resident" as defined would then be taxed on this "net

income" in proportion to the "participation rights" it holds in Blue

Eagle.

Subsection 9E(3) of the Act provides:. ".... ..where duing any year

of assessment any foreign dividend is received by or accrues to

any resident. the amount to be includec in the gross income of such
resident. . ...shall-

(a) if such resident-

0.  . . .
ii) in the case of a company, together with any other company in

a group of companr'es of which such company forms part, hold
for their own benefit,

at least 10 per cent of the equ$ share capitat in the company
declaing the dividend, be the propottionate amount of the profit

from which the dividend is distibuted....." (underlining added).

A summary at this point is appropriate. subsection 9D(2A) requires

Blue Eagle's taxable income to be quantified as if the company was

a "resident' of South Africa and that taxable income is to be

included in its "net income'

subsection 9E(3) provides that any "foreign dividend" received by a
"resident" is to be included in that'resident's'gross income.

Accordingly the dividend received by Blue Eagre from Netco will be

included in Blue Eagle's "net income'and as Brue Eagre does not
qualify for any concessions provided by subsection gD(g),

subsection 9D(2) will cause corpinvest to be taxed on that "foreign

dividend" included in the "net income" of Blue Eaole.

4 .9
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4.1O The conclusion anived at after a rather tortuous tour of sections 1,
gD and 9E, is that the "foreign dividend" received by Blue Eagle
from Netco would fallfor inclusion in Corpinvest's taxable income,

under subsection 9D(2) of the Act.

5. Two proposals are under consideration as an alternative to a future

dividend declaration by Netco and the accompanying "foreign dividend"
complications of section 9E.

Proposal 1 - Preference share issue.

6. In place of a dividend declaration by Netco, a retum of capitalto the
shareholders, for the same amount, could be structured on the followino
basis: -

6-1 An independent offshore financial institution subscribes in cash for
preference shares in Netco, with a parvalue of say us$ 1000, for

US$ 198 mill ion (US$ 200 mill ion less a discount of say 1%),

resulting in the company raising preference share capital of

US$ 1000 and a share premium of US$197,99 mill ion. The holder

of the preference shares will be entitled to preference dividends

and a repayment of the nominalvalue of the preference shares on
redemption.

6.2 The entire distributable reserves of Netco, approximately US$ 200

million, would be distributed to Divco, as a preference dividend

leaving the capilalstructure of Netco comprising of nominal

ordinary share capital, nominal preference share capital and a large

share premium. The conesponding asset on the balance sheet

would be the Amalco investment.

6.3 After a period of 18-24 months Netco would be unbundled and the

effective 23,75yo holding in Amalco distributed to Blue Eagle as a

repayment of share premium, sans any adverse tax consequences
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under sections gD or gE to the Group.
A repayment of share premium is excluded from the definition of a
"dividend"; referexclusion (f)tothedefinit ion, in section 1 of theAct
and therefore outside of the 'foreign dividend" provisions in section
9E.

No income is received by Blue Eagle, on the repayment of share
premium, and no amount falls for inctusion into 'net income'.
Accordingly Corpinvest is unaffected by the provisions of section
9D.

Proposal 2 - Netco ,,A" and ,,8', share issue.

7 - Netco's share capital is divided into 'A" shares, issued to Blue Eagle, and
"8" shares, issued to the non-resident sharehorders. on a
47.5% :52.5% ratio. The rights attached to the "A" and ,,8" shares rank
pari passu in all respects.

8. A dividend is declared to the "B" shareholders and setiled by the
distribution of a dividend in specie of the 'B' shareholders' aliquoi portion
of the Amalco shares. The end result is that Netco's distributable reserves
and its investment in Amalco reduces by 52.5% and the "B" shareholders
acquire their 52.5% stake in Amalco as a direct holdinq.

L The 'B" shareholders will forfeit, in favour of the ,A" shareholders, any
future participation in profits arising from the remaining 47,Soh Amalco
investment held by Netco.

The 'B" shareholders retain their voting rights but the "A' shareholders are
conferred a calloption on the ,,8" shares.

Advice Required

10. An opinion is required on the following issues:
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10.'1 Will the disposal of the Netco interest by Mikado to Blue Eagle give
rise to any south African tax consequences for the Group?

10'2 Will the disposal of the Netainment business from Netco to Amalco
give rise to any south African tax implications for the Group?

10'3 Will the unbundling alternatives of the Amalco interest from Netco,
refer proposal 1 and proposal 2, give rise to any South African tax
implications for the Group?

10.4 should the loan from Mikado to Blue Eagle, arising from the
disposal of the Netainment interest, bear interest or could the loan
be capitalised?

10.5 What are the South African tax implications should Blue Eagle,
after an unbundling of Netco in line with proposal 1, refer point 6
supra, dispose of its interest in Amalco?

10.6 could section 103 of the Act be successfully applied to the
proposed restructure?

10.7 What are the South African tax implications for the Group if Netco
does not unbundle its investment in Amalco, but disposes of the
investment at a price in excess of the carrying amount of
US$ 95 mill ion?

Disposal of the Netco interest by Mikado to Blue Eagle.

Mikado, prior to 31 December 2000, is not a south African 'resident' as
defined in section 1 of the Act, refer point 4.3 supra, being a company
incorporated in the British Virgin rsles with its place of effective
management outside of the Republic.

The amended subsection 9D(2), refer point 4.6 supra, which seeks to
determine the'net income" of Mikado as if it were a .resident" is only
operative from 1 January 2001, and only applies in respect of years of
assessment commencing on or after that date. The relevance of this lies in
Mikadc's financial year ending on 31 August, which results in the new

1 1 .
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6

subsection 9D(2) only applying to Mikado from 1 septembe r 2oo1
onwards.

subsection 9D (2) of the Act, prior to the amendments enacted by the
Revenue Laws Amendment Act (Act s9-2000) provided as follows:
" There shall be inctuded in the income of any resident contemplated in
the definition of "controiled foreign entity' in subsection (1), a proportional
amount of any investment income received by or accrued to such entity,
which bears to the total investment income received by or accrued to such
entV, the same ratio as the percentage of the participation ights of such
resident in relation to such entity bears to the total participation ights in
relation to such entity: ....,

lnvestment income is defined as 'investment income as defined in section
9C (1) and "

(underlining added).

Secfbn 9C(1) defined "investment income, as:
' any income in the form of any annuity, interest, rental income or royatty
or any income of a similar natute."

Mikado remains a "controlled foreign entity" as defined in section
9D but the, pre I January 2001, profit on disposal of its Netco shares to
Blue Eagle should be immune from the provisions of the Act, provided that
it does not fallwithin the deeming provisions of sections gD or gE and in
particular the definitions of "investment income" and "foreign dividend".
The profit retumed on the sale of the Netco shares obviously do not fall
under the description of an annuity, interest, rental income or royalty
income but the proceeds from the sale of the Netco shares do fall within
paragraph (b) of the definition of a "foreign dividend' in section gE which
reads:
" any amount derived by any person from the disposa! by such person of

13.

1 4 .



any share or interest in .....a company, to the extent that such company or
any subsidiary of such con'pany has any undistibuted profits which were
deived from a source outside the Repubtic which are not deemed to be
from a source within the Republic, orfrom profits deemed to be from a
source within the Republic which have not been subject to tax in the
Republic, which were directty or indirectty available for distibution tosuch
person:..... " (underlining added).

15' Proviso (iii) to the above definition however excludes any disposal of any
share or other interest in the fixed capital in a company where:
"... such person retains the same effective inferesf in the equrty sharc
capital '...of the company as prior fo dr.sposa l: Provided that the provisions
of this subparagraph shatt not appty if one of the main purposes of such
disposal ia the avoidancd, postponement or reduction of liabitity .for any
tax. . . . . "  (under l in ing added).

It is manifest that Mikado retained the same effective interest in the equlty
of Netco after the disposal to Blue Eagle, as prior to the disposal, thereby
allowing Mikado to rely on the aforementioned exemption, provided of
course that the disposalwas motivated by sound commercial reasons
rather than a tax avoidance purpose.

The merger of the Netco and English Harbour businesses into Amalco,
required that the shareholders of Netco and English Harbour enjoyed pre_
emptive rights over their direct and indirect interests in Amalco.
Due to Mikado housing other interests besides the Netco investment, viz.
a 47,5% interest in cFl, it was inappropriate for pre-emptive rights to have
been granted by Corpinvest at the Mikado level.

It was necessary to incorporate Blue Eagle and transfer the Netco interest
therein, as the sole asset of Blue Eagle, to facilitate the granting of a pre_

1 6 .

1 7 .

1 8 .
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was a resident.

The recen'y released drafts of the Eighth schedure, dealing with our newcapitar Gains Tax (cGf, to be introduced with effect from 1 'ctober2001' appries to the worrdwide assets of residents. prima facie, a capitar
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profit have been on revenue account and fully included in taxable income.

Disposal of the Netainment business from Netco to Amalco.

24' Should Netco in pursuance of its objective to merge its business with that
of English Harbour, dispose of its business to Amalco for a sum of
US$200 million, no adverse South African tax consequences should arise
from that transaction. Netco is not a "controlled foreign entity", for the
purposes of Section gD, provided that the remaintng 52,5o/o shareholding
is not held by "residents" as defined in the Act. A Netherlands Antilles tax
liability may arise from the transaction but I do not comment thereon.
There is a potential South African tax implication for the Group should
Blue Eagle dispose of Netco or should Netco distribute dividends to Blue
Eagle but the disposalof the Netco business to Amalco, should not in
itself, cause any adverse South African tax implications for the Group,
whether the disposal is concluded before or after 31 December 2000.

Unbundling of the Amalco interest fuom Netco - south African tax
implications.

Proposal 1 - issue of preference shares

25. lf Netco is unbundled per point 6 supra, an ordinary dividend would never
be declared and a potential South African tax liability for the Group w1l be
indefinitely avoided.

The unbundling may be summarised as follows:

25.1 An independent offshore financial institution, Divco subscribes for
preference shares in Netco at a premium;

25.2 The issue price would approximate the profit of US$200 million
after tax, less an appropriate discount to Divco.
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25.3 The rights attaching to the preference shares would be limited to
preference dividends and a repayment of the nominal value of the
preference shares, on redemption.

25'4 A preference dividend is declared to Divco reducing all distributable
reserves of Netco to nil, leaving the company with ordinary share
capital, preference share capitar and share prernium.
The preference shares are redeemed at par and Netco after ig_24
months is wound up, allowing it to transfer its investment in Amalco
to Blue Eagle as a repayment of share premium.

25.5 Netco is in turn, wound up after a suitable time interval of say 2_3
years.

The accounting and tax result would be:
26.1 Blue Eagle obtains the Amalco investment for US$ gS million;
26-2 The Amalco investment is distributed by Netco to Blue Eagle as a

repayrnent of share premium which will not fall for inclusion into the
latter company's 'net income'as defined in section gD, nor will
such repayrment fall into the definition of a "dividend" in section 1 of
the Act obviating the receipt of a "foreign dividend'by Blue Eagle;

26.3 Netco is disposed of without a section gE deemed dividend
implication as the company has no undistributed profits available
for distribution, at the time of its disoosal.

The tax and accounting result appears optimal but an obvious concem is
whether section 103 could be successfully applied to the proposed
restructuring. consideration must firsfly be given as to which of the
following aspects of the restructure could be exposed to a section 103
enquiry:

27.1 The transfer of Netco shares from Mikado to Blue Eagle?
27.2 The disposal of the Netco business into Amalco?

27.
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27 -3 The unbundling transactions at the Netco level, resulting in the
transfer of the Amalco shares to Blue Eagle?

27.4 All of the above transactions as they should be viewed as
components of one integrated scheme.

ln the case of Hicklin v secrefa ry for tnland Revenue, 41 sATc ITg,
the secretary for lnland Revenue unsuccessfully attempted to apply

section 103 to what it regarded as a 'dividend strip" scheme. The facts of
the case were as follows:

28.1 The taxpayer and two others were the sole shareholders and
directors of a private company R, whose main activity was the
management of another private company A. From its incorporation
R's profits were ahnrays retained, no dividends were declared or
paid out. In 1971 the businesses of R and A were sold to a new
company NA and R derived a capital accrualof R150 000 from the
sale that it afiocated to a nondistributabre reserve.

28.2 companies R and A, now dormant, continued in existence and R
from time to time, bonowed money from A and advanced
interest-free unsecured roans to its sharehorders.

A resolution at R's annuargeneral meeting on 30 July 1973, resolved to
pay a dividend of R30 000 out of distributable profits which was
subsequently not implemented as the shareholders abandoned the idea
due to the resultant tax liability.

In 1975 the Appellant fortuitously met a manager of RN corporation
Limited, a company interested in the acquisition of dormant companies
having distributable profits. RN made a written, non-negotiable offer to
purchase the shares in R from the shareholders.

29.

30.
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36'4 Before section 103(1), as it then was, can find successful
application, the following four requirements all had to be present:
36.4.2A transaction, operation or scheme;
36.4.3 The transaction must have the effect of avoiding or

postponing liability for tax on income or reducing the amount
of the tax;

36.4.4 The transaction must be entered into or canied out by
means or in a manner which wourd not normaily be
emproyed in the entering into or carrying out of a transaction,
of the nature of the transaction in question or must have
created rights or obrigations which wourd not normaily be
created between persons dearing at arm,s_rength under such
a transaction; and

36.4.s rhe avoidance, postponement or reduction must be the sore
or main purpose of the transaction.

36'5 Revenue counsel had ened in submitting that the conduct of the
sharehorders, incruding their continuar bonowing from R, the
retention of R, arthough dormant, the abandoning of the intention of
declaring dividends and the urtimate transaction with RN,
constituted a wider"schemel envisaged undersection 103(1). The
onfy transaction, operation or scheme in issue was the agreement
with RN.

36.6 The RN agreement did have the effect of avoiding riabirity for
income tax and there was litfle doubt that while the avoidance was
not their sole purpose, it was one of the main purposes.

36.7 In relation to the normarity requirement it was important to
determine whether the transaction was concluded 'at arm,s_length,,.
when considering the normarig of the rights or obrigations so
created or of the means or manner so emproyed, due regard has to
be paid to the surrounding circumstances. The problem of normality
or abnormarity is mainry a factuarone. In entering into the RN
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agreement both sides manifestly dealt with each other at

arm's-length. Neither R nor its shareholders, as directors or

otherwise, were associated with or interested in RN. lt was part of

RN's business to purchase the shares of companies with capital

and distributable reseryes and this offer was made in the ordinary

course of that business. There was thus nothing abnormal about

that undertaking.

36.8 The Court found in favour of the taxpayer, concluding that although

the other requirements of section 103(1) were present, crucialty,

requirement (c) in Section 103(1Xi) and (ii), viz. an absence of

normality, was not fulfilled.

Applying the principles enunciated in the Hicklin case to the instant

proposal, earlier discussions with Consultant indicate that sound

commercial reasons exist, other than the obtaining of a tax benefit, for

transactions 28.1 and 28.2. The presence of cogent commercial reasons

as the main purpose for the transactions, irrespective of the fact that tax

avoidance has resulted or was one of the considerations in carrying out the

transaction, should be sufficient to successfully resist the application of

section 103(1) refer CIR vs Conhage, 61 SATC 391 (SCA).

ln brief the court, in the Conhage case, held that where a taxpayer entered

into a transaction, operation or scheme in order to achieve a commercial

objective, in that case to raise finance, and did so in a manner that avoided

tax, it was not even relevant to examine whether the rights and obligations

created were abnormal. Since the main purpose of the transaction was to

raise finance and not to avoid tax, inespective of the fact that tax was a

consideration, section 103(1) could not be successfully applied.

Returning to the question raised in point 27, it is transaction 27.3, the

Netco unbundling that would bear the brunt of a section 103(1) enquiry

38
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39 Section 103(1) as it is currenily worded, provides:
" Wheneverthe Commissionerts saf.sfed that any transaction, operation
or scheme (whether entered into or canied out before or after the
commencement of this Act, and inctuding a transaction, operation or
scheme involving the atienation of property)_
(a) has been entered into or canied out which has the effect of

avoiding or postponing tiabitity forthe payment of any tax, duty or
levy imposed by this Act or any previous rncome Tax Act, or of
reducing the amount thereot and

(b) having regard to the circumstances underwhich the transaction.
opention or scheme was entered into or canied out-

0 was entered into or canied out_
(aa) in the case of a transaction, operation or scheme in

the context of business, in a manner which woutd not
normally be employed for bona fde busrness
pu@oses, other than the obtaining of a tax benefit:
and

(bb) in the case of any other transaction, operation or
scheme, being a transaction, operation or scheme not
falling within the provisions of item (aa), by means or
in a manner which woutd not normaily be employed in
the enteing into or carrying out of a transaction,
operation or scheme of the nature of the transaction,
operction or scheme in question; or

(ii) has created ights or obligations which would not normally
be created between persons deating at arm's tength under a
trcnsaction, operation or scheme of the nature of the
transaction, operation or scheme in question; and

(c) was entered into or canied out solely or mainly for the purposes of
obtaining a tax benefit. .
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offshore dividend strip. However should the dividend strip be integrated
into a transaction motivated by genuine cogent commercial objectives, the
possibility of a successful outcome would be enhanced.

44 A possible scenario courd be the approach by an independent party to
purchase Amalco from the Group, in which case the disposal may be
transacted on the basis of the instant proposal except that the Amalco
shareholding could be distributed to the purchaser as a dividend in specie,
and the significant share premium raised would be available to immunise
any distributions to shareholders against sections 9D and gE, to the extent
that distributions are made out share premium.

Under such a scenario the main purpose of the transaction would not be
tax related but motivated by a commercial purpose to sellthe Amalco
investment to a willing buyer and a defence against section 103 would be
based along the principres enunciated in crR vs conhage.

Proposal 2 - Netco ,,A,, and ,,8" share issue

45 The issue of "B" shares to the sz5% outside shareholders and a
distribution of their aliquot share of the Amalco investment, as a divid6nd in
specie, effects an unbundling of 52,5o/o of the Amalco investment to the "8"

shareholders.

The South African income tax implications require carefulexamination,
assuming that after the unbundling,

46.1 Netco's remaining reserves, available for distribution. total
US$ 1 miil ion,

46.2 The 'B" shareholders forfeit any future rights to any income
eamed by Netco from the residual 47,so/o Amalco investment

46.3 The'A'shareholders are awarded a call option on the "B'shares.
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The "B" sharehorders are non south African residents and the issue of ,,8,,
shares and dividend distribution to them will not cause any south African
tax consequences in their hands.

What requires examination is whether Netco continues to remain outside
the provisions of section 9D. Netco wilr be a cFE if any resident or
residents of south Africa, individuaily or joinfly, direcfly or indirecly, hord
more than 50 per cent of the participation rights or votes of the company.

corpinvest via the "A" sharehorder, Blue Eagle, holds 47.s%of Netco.
Blue Eagle may, at its discretion, calr for the .B,, shares, at which time it wirl
become the sole shareholder of Netco. Until that time the "B' shareholders
retain their full voting rights and the "A" and "8" shares continue to rank
paripassu in all respects.

The "8" shareholders forfeit their rights to any future income eamed by
Netco from its Amalco investment and in effect to any further participation
in the capital and profrts of Netco apart from their s2.5% share in the
issued share capital and the "pre-unbundling, 

US$ lmil l ion reseryes.
As both class of shares rank pari passu, until such time as the reserves in
Netco are sufficient to ailow the 'A' sharehorders to receive an equarising
dividend, proportionate to the arnount already distributed to the .B'

shareholders, in practice the '8" sharehorders wourd have no craim on the"pre-unbundling' 
reserves. To illustrate, shourd Netco be wound up

immediately after the "unbundling" 
the remaining US $ lmillion would be

distributed to uA"

on that basis, immediatery after the'unbundring', the "A,,sharehordei.

Blue Eagle, wourd enjoy 1oo% participation rights in Netco, rendering it a
u r t .

48

49
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Moving fonarard on that basis, after the unbundring of the pro-rata interest
in Amalco to the'B'sharehorders, the future ,,net income" of Netco,
including section 9E dividends from Amarco wiil fail to be taxed in
Corpinvest's hands under section 9D.

The advantage of the share sprit appears to rie in the flexibirity afforded to
the '8" sharehorders shourd they wish to paddre their own canoe in respect
of their portion of the Amalco investment. The subsequent classification of
Netco as a cFE wourd onry affect "net income'eamed after the E2,so/o
Amalco unbundring and shourd the Netco reserves, avairabre for
distribution, accumurated up to that date, nevei-be distributed, there wourd
be no adverse tax consequences for Corpinvest.

Loan from Mikado to Blue Eagle.
52 lt is advisabre that every aspect of the proposed restructuring, refer points

5'1 to 5'3, comply with the requirements of commercial .normality", 
in the

event that the separate parts of the restructuring are viewed by sARS as
an entire integrated scheme falling within the ambit of section 103.
The loan from Mikado to Brue Eagre, to finance the purchase of the Netco
shares' should therefore bear interest at a market-related rate and every
aspect of the roan shourd bear the hailmarks of an arm,s_rength
transaction.

Furthermore ln the event that a market related interest rate is not charged,
the provisions of section 31 could impute interest income into the hands of
Mikado which in tum wourd read to a section gD tax riabirity for corpinvest.

In conclusion, to obviate an exposure to section 103 and section gD read
with section 31 it is recommended that the roan is capitarised to share
capital.

c 2

54



After unbundring Netco, and the acquisit ion of Amarco, Brue Eagredisposes of Amalco.

55 The disposal by Blue Eagle would trigger the receipt of a deemed section9E dividend in the hands of Blue Eagle, to the extent that Amalco hadundistributed profits directly or indirecily available for distribution, at tnetime of disposar. The deemed dividend wourd be incruded in Brue Eagre,s"net 
income'for the purposes of section gD and corpinvest would be taxedunder the provisions of that section.

The capitargains tax provisions wourd not be appricabre to the abovedisposar due to paragraph 25(2) ofthe Eighth schedure (first draft), whichprovides that the proceeds identified in quantifying a capitar gain, may notinclude any amount taken into account when determining the taxabreincome of the taxpayer, before the incrusion of any capitar gain.

of course shoufd a dividend be decrared by Brue Eagre, from profitspreviousry subjected to tax as set out above, the provisions of section gEwourd not appry i.e. if Brue Eagre is deemed to have received a section gEdividend totating Us$ t00 mirion, on which corpinvest in tum was taxedunder section gD the subsequent receipt of that US$ t00 miflion as anactuardividend from Brue Eagre, wourd not be taxed again as a foreigndividend receipt in the hands of Corpinvest.

Netco does not unbundre its Amafco investment but disposes of Amarcofor a profit

56

57

58 Netco is not a "controlled 
foreign entity" as defined in section gD. and aprofit arising from the disposar of its Amalco investment wourd not in itserftrigger a south African tax riabirity for the Group. The disposar wourdtheoreticarfy iat into the definition of a *foreign 

dividend,, but as Netco is
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no'r a "ccnirolled foreign entity'=, the chargirrg provisions of sectiorr gD(2)

would be inoperat i r :e.

A South African tax evenl would only arise on:

43 1 The saia oi  Netco bry Blue Eagls,  in the fcrm of  a deemed sect ion

9E div ioend i -eceipt  by ;Biue Eagle,  to ihe extent that  Netco had

undistributed prcflt,s available for distrioution, vvith section gD

consequences for Corpinvest or

43.2 A declaraiion of the profit derrve d by Netco to Blue Eagle, which

vlould be a section 9E "foreign dividend" receipt in Blus Eagle's

hands, again grving rise to a South African section 9D tax lrabii ity

fo i  Corpinvest.

e-<)
t a c t r A

E3. Broomberg S.C,

/onr ,J ,  ?  9  / l /a ,

March 2001
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Memorandum

Structure of the Netainment N.V. interest

1 .

lntroduction

Prior to the restructure contemplated in paragraph 3 below (,.the resfucture,,),
corpcapital Limited's ("corpcapital") interest in Netainment N.v. (,.I.{etainment,,) was
held through a whoily owned subsidiary of Corpcapital Inveshrents (pty) Limited
("Corplnvest"), namely Mikado Group Holdings Lrc ("Mikado") a British Virgrn Isies
company.

The pre-restructuring corporate struchye is set out in part I of Annexure A.

During 2000, Netainment and an independent third parry, English Harbour
Entertainment Limited ("English Harbour") concluded an agreement (the
implementation of which was subject to the fulfihnent of certain outstanding conditions
precedent) to merge their businesses into a new company, 3AM Entertainment Limited
("Amalco").

During December 2000 (in anticipation of but preceding the implementation of the
aforementioned merger into Amalco), Mikado disposed of its 47,5% shareholding in
Netainment to Biue Eagle Intemational Investrnents Limited ("Blue Eagie,,), a British
Vogio Islands (*BVI") company and a wholly owned subsidiary of Mikado. The
consideration paid by Blue Eagie to Mikado for Mikado's 47,5yo shareholding in
Netainment was us$95m (equating to 47,5%o of the US$200m consideration payable
by Amalco to Netainment for the Netaiment business). whilst, for the purpose of
facilitating the transaction, Mikado financed the sale on inter-company interest free
loan account, Mikado's loan account into Blue Eagle is to be capitalised.

If the English Harboura{etainment merger (the .,Amalco merger,,) becomes
unconditional and is implemented then, as a consequence of the disposal of its business
to Amalco, Netainment will be constituted as a dormant investment company which
will have US$200m in distributabie reserves.

on the assumption that the Amaico merger is implemented then the post-restructuring
corporate structure is set out in part II of Annexure A.

{ c I 5 8/DP65 28.DOCitsLANI(8nJ I
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5' Executive Summary of tax consequences of the disposal by Mikado of its
Netainment interest to Blue Eagle

In summary, the US$95m consideration paid by Blue Eagle to Mikado will not be
taxable in either Mikado's hands or in Corplnvest's hands for the followine reasons:

5'i' Mikado (which is a BVI company) is not subject to either income tax or capital
gains tax;

as the income earned by Mikado was eamed in respect of years of assessment
commencing before 1 January 2001 and the nafure of the income did not
constitute investment income (as then defined in the South African Income Tax
Act), the gain made by Mikado on the disposal of its interest in Blue€aele is
not be subject to South African income rax. fuj^;*f,,

A description of the commercial motivation for the restructure and a more detaited
analysis of the south African tax consequences is set out below.

Commercial rationale for restructure

The principal commercial reasons for the restructure were the followins:

6.1.1. one of the principles required by the parties to the Amalco
shareholders agreement (consequent upon the merger of the
Netainment business and the English Harbour business through the
vehicle of Amalco) was the "grand-fathering,' up of rights of
pre-emption such that each of the Netainment shareholders and the
Engiish Harbour shareholders would enjoy pre-emptive rights not
only over the other group's direct shareholding in Amalco but also
in regard to the shareholding of the other,s group companies where
the sole asset of such group company was a direct or indirect
interest in Amalco.

It would have been inappropriate for rights of pre-emption to have
been granted by Corplnvest over its shares in Mikado for. amonsst
others, the following reasons:

- Mikado constitutes (and is intended to constitute) the offshore
holding company of the Corpcapital group of companies,
offshore interest'

{C I 5 8/DP6528.DOC/BLANI(sn(J I
l  704100 I

5.2.

6.

6 . 1 .
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- in addition to Mikado's 500% sharehoid.ing in Netainmenr,
Mikado also hoids:

a 50% investment in Cyber Finance Investments Inc
("cFI");

100% investment in Corpcapital Investments BVI (the
offshore advisory subsidiary of the Corpcapitai Group).

It was necessary to put Brue Eagie in place so as to ailow for
rights of pre-emption to extend above the levei of Netairunent
but without renderiug Corpcapital's other offshore commercial
interests (held through Mikado) subject to rights of
pre-emption. The most appropriate way of ensuring this was to
interpose Blue Eagle between Mikado and Netainment and
afford the Engrish Harbow group rights of pre-emption over
Blue Eagle without extending those rights of pre-emption to a
more senior levei).

6'1'2' The decision not to reverse out of Mikado its interest in CFI and its
anticipated investment in corpcapital lnvestrnents BVI (thus
allowing for rights of pre-emption to be granted by corplnvest to
the English Harbour Group over corplnvest,s Mikad.o shares) was
motivated by, amongst others, the following reasons:

- Mikado had historically been earmarked as the offshore
holding company of Corpcapital,s non_South African
investnents;

- cFI was embroiled in litigation with Mini vegas, a custome ,
relating to alleged unlawful gaming activities undertaken by
Mini vegas, the proceeds of which were aflegedly under the
conffol of cFI and the subject of attachment and investisations
by the Swiss and Luxembourg authorities.

Mini vegas' activities had cast suspicion on cFI's complicity and
cFI had made representations to the authorities regarding its
beneficial owners and their credibility, in response to enquiries. An
immediately subsequent change of ownership wourd foreseeabiy
have impaired cFI's credibilify with the relevant authorities, for
exarnple, by implying that Mikado was seeking to distance itserf

i c I 58/DP6528.DOC/BLANKS/I(Jl
l 704200 I
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7. Tax Analysis

7 .3 .
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and its principai assets (the interest in Netainment) from cFI,s
activities.

It was and is contemplated that certain outside third parties (and, in
particular, current and future executives employed by the
corpcapitai group) may be incentivised by affording such persons
an "interest" 

in the Netainment business (if the Netainment/English
Harbour merger was not successfuily impremented) or in Amalco
(if the Netainment/English Harbour merger was implemented but
for whatever reason it was not possibre to incentivise or appropriate
to incentivise such persons through a direct .,interest,, 

in Amalco).
such incentivisation wourd not be capable of being achieved
through Netainment as Netainment has an outside minority
shareholders (being The Big Blue Trust (23,soh),the Gandorf rrust
(23,5%) and Dawson Inc (s%)) some or aIl of which would
probably not consent to such an incentivisation strategy through the
vehicle of Netainment. It would arso be inappropriate for the
incentivisation strategy to be implemented at Mikado lever given
Mikado's other existing and anticipated, future commercial interests
(which are not rerated to the casino business conducted by
Netainment). The Blue Eagre vehicre (which has as its sore
underlying commerciai asset its attributable interest in the existing
Netainment business and" folrowing the imprementation of the
Netainment/English Harbour merger, its attributable interest in
Amalco) would be the appropriate level at which such
incentivisation sf ategy would be imp lemented .

7 . r .

7.2.

Mikado is not a South African "resident,, as defined in sr of the I:rcome Tax
Act No 58 of 1962 ("the Act"), being a company incorporated in the BVI with
its place of effective management outside of the Republic.

Mikado however constitutes a "contolled 
foreign entity,, as d.efined in s9D of

the Act (i'e' being a foreign entity in which any resident or residents of the
Republic directiy or indirectly hold more than 50% ofthe participation rights or
are entitled to exercise more than 50% of the votes or control of such entiiy)

Section 9D of the Act deems certain income of a .,controlred 
foreign entify,, toaccrue to the South African resident which contols the entify. Accordingly,

certain income received by a conhoiled foreign entify is to be examined in
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relevant class of shares. Dividends wiil only be payable from the
relevant class of reserves atfributable to the various classes of share
capital;

simuitaneously with the creation of the new classes of shares, Biue
Eagle, being the holder of the "A" shares. will concruded a call
option with the holders of the o'B" and "c" shares. Blue Eagle witl
only be entitled to exercise this call option in the event that the
entire distributable and non-distributable reserves relating to the
"B" and "C" shares have been disfibuted to the ,,8,' and ,,C" class
shareholders in the fonn of a dividend. The call option strike price
will be the par vaiue of the underlying "B" and "c" crass shares.
The call option would also cater for a partial acquisition of the "8"

and "c" ciass shares to the extent that there is only a partial
distribution of dividends to those ciasses of shares (i.e. the call
option would be capable of being exercisedpro rata to the extent to
which distributable or non-distributable reserves were distributed to
the "B" and "C" shares).

The above structure witl allow for an "unbundling" of Netainment's
shareholding in Amalco to the o.B" and ,.C" shareholders without requiring the
unbundling of Blue Eagle's attributable interest in the Amalco shares to Blue
Eagle (which would result in such dividend being ta:rable at a Corplnvest level).

7.I4- Even assuming that after effecting the relevant distributions to the ..8,'

sharehoiders and the "C" shareholders Blue Eagle exercises its call option (thus
constituting Netainment, a controlled foreign entity), provided that the reserves,
available for distibution, accumulated up to that d.ate are never in fact
dishibuted to Blue Eagie, in our view the realisation proceeds (up to the
$95 miilion valuation) will not give rise to any adverse South African tax
consequences to Corplnvest.

Summary

8 . 1 . Mikado (which is a BVI company) is not subject to either income tax or capitai
gains tax on the uS$95m consideration paid to by Blue Eagle for the 47,soh
Netainment interest,

As:6. / . .
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8.2 .2 .

Corplnvest will not be subject to South African
reaiisation by its controlled foreign entity (i.e.
Netainmentl

1 0

the nature of the income received by Mikado for the d.isposal of its
Netainment shares did not fail within the definition of "invesrment

income";

the disposal took place prior to years of assessment commencins
before 1 January 2001.

income tax arising from the
Mikado) of its interest in

8 . 3 .

8.4.

8.2.3. as the transaction would have taken place pre-1 october 2001, one
does not need to concem oneself about any South African capital
gains implications;

8.2.4. tbere was a comrnercial rationale to the transaction, ily
undistr-ibuted profits within Mikado at the disposal date will not be
subject to South African income tax.

The structure contemplated in paragraph 7 .r3.5 above, wilt enable the
corpcapital Group to utilise any gains made on the realisation of the
Netainment business or the realisation of shares in Amalco, as the case may be,
without requiring such funds to be decrared up to a wholly owned group
company in the form of a dividend, which would have resulted in such "foreisn

dividend" being taxable in the hands of Corplnvest.

As the reserves in Netairment (as constituted on or about 28 December 2001)
were utilised by Ne+'ainment to discharge certain fee obligations of Netainment,
such reserves will not fall to be taxed rn South Africa either in relation to
Netainment (which is not a contoiled foreign entity) or in reiation to any
corpcapital group company by virtue of its interest in Netainment.

9 Supporting opinion

Aa opinion furnished by E B Broomberg SC and E P Lai King dated March 2001 in
support of the above tax analysis is attached marked Annexure B.
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Annexure A
Pre-restructure corporate structure

Part I

Part fl
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Annexure B

supporting opinion by E B Broomberg and E p Lai King dated March 2001
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Agreement

entered into between

Netainment N.V.

(a corporation incorporated under the laws of the Netheriands Antilles)

("the seller")

and

Cytech Limited

(a corporation incorporated in Beltze)

("the purchaser")

SaIe of the Netainment business

The selier sells, tansfers and cedes to the purchase as an indivisible whole and as a going
concern with effect from i October 2001 (the "effective date") from which date the risk in and
benefit of the business shall vest in the purchaser, the business comprisrng:

1.1 . all right, title and interest of the seller in, to and under, and the fulI benefit of. all
contracts concluded with customels of the business in the ordinary course of business
(excludrng the licence agreement between the seller and Microgaming Systems Anstait
entered into on or about 2 December 1998 (the "Microgaming agreement"));

1.2. ail intellectual properly nghts owned by tire seller and used in the conduct of the
business rncludins:

all systems, software and larow-irow used exclr-rsively in connection with the business
(other than the soflware licensed to the seiler in terms of the Microgaming agreement);

1 .

t . 2 . t .

1.2.2.

t . 2 .3 .

1 .2 .4 .

1  .3 .

lNl2i DP7 t80.DOC/ACIr4/K.l  I
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all trade names and trade marks.

the database of customer details (including, without limitation, names,
e-mail address, physical address. telepirone nunrbers and other contact
and/or marketing information) wliether in writing or in electronic form,
and whether current and/or histor-ic in tire conduct of the business;

subject to the restrictions contained in the Mrcrogaming agreement, ail
domain nanles used in comection with the business;

the websites to which any of the Netainment domain names pertain
including any 'Jump site" or "promotional site" tluough which a
Netainment website is accessed and any propnetary software owned by
Netainment relating to such websites;

€/

#
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I '4 ' caslt and credit balances at banks of tlre busirress orr lrand as at the effective date;
l'5' the goodwill of the busittess, includiug the exclr-rsive right of the purchaser to represent

itself as carrying ou the business and allriglit. title and ilterest oflhe seller in, to and inrespect of the tlames 'Netainment", "I(ing Solourons" and ,,Lucliy Liner,, andvariations thereof and all records and inforrlaiiorr relating to customers of the business
and all peftinent files' catalogues and any pron-rotional materials exclusively relati'_9 to
the bLniness;

including any liabiiities (whether actual or contingent) to creditors of the business but
excluding any rights or obligations arising out ot. irtusuarit to or in connection with theMicrogaming agreement.

Consideration

2'l' The consideration of the business shall be US$200 000 000 to be discharged by way of
the allotment and issue of 100 (one hundred) shares (issued as fully piia up; in the
issued share capital of the purchaser (constituting the entire issued sha.e capital of the
purchaser) (the "consideration 

shares")

2'2. Tlie consideration shares shall be allotted and delivered by the purchaser to the seller
(in negotiable form) on the effective date (against delivery of th; business to the to the
purchaser).

Delivery

All assets comprising tlie business shall be delivered by the seller to tire purchaser on tire
effective date.

Employees

There is no obligation on the purchaser to offer employment to any employees of the business.

Warranties and representations

Save that the seller warrants that it is the owner of all tlre assets or rights comprising the
business which are being disposed of by the seller to the purchaser in terms of cl.iause l, the
business is sold on a"as is" basis free of any otherwarranties orrepresentations of whatsoever
llature.

Licence

The purchaser, with effect from the effective date, affiords the seller a royalty-free licence to
continue utilising the intellectual properly rights, database. domain names, websites and other
systems, software and know-how of the business. The pLrrclraser shall be entitled (in its sole and
absolute discretion) to terminate the aforesaid licence (in whole or in part) at any tirne by
furnishing notice to the seller to such effect.

Breach

If any parfy breaches any material provision orterm of this agreement and fails to remedy such
breach within 7 (seven) days of receipt of written notice requiring it to do so (or if it is not
reasonably possible to remedy the breach within 7 (seven) days, within such further period of
time as may be reasonable in the circumstances) theu the aggrieved parfy shall be entitled
without uotice, in addition to any other remedy available to it at law or under this agreepent,
including obtaining an interdict, to cancel this agreement or to claim specific perfonnance of
any obligation whether or not the due date for perfornrauce has arrived, in either event without
prejLrdice to the aggrieved party's right to clairn damages.

3.

4.

6.

7.
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8. Whole agreement, no amendment

This agreer'ent constitutes the wliole agreement betrvee' the parties. No amendment orcotrsetrsual cancellation of this agreement or any provision or term thereof and no extension oftit 'e' waiver or relnxation or suipension orany lrrr.,. pt""isions or terms of this agreementshall be binding unless tecorded^ in a written document signed by tlie parties. Anv sucl'extensiott' waiver or relaxation or suspensio' whicrr is so given or macle ,t*i, #''J,r.i*,construed as relating strictry to trre matter in respect wliereof it was made or given.

SIGNED by the parties and witnessed on the followi'g dates and at trie followi'g places respectively:

DATE PLACE MTNESS SIGNATTIRE

For: Netainment N.V.

May 8,2002 Curagao

For: Cytech Limited

frnrtS,lmt

2.
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